
 

 

1 Abby Beautiful girl, though the background is too defined distracting from the portrait. 
 
2 American Officer The portrait is spoilt by the eyes looking out of the picture, in that 50% of the 
portrait is ear and cheek. Had the image been cropped to take out the left side, then the eye view 
would have balanced. 
 
3 Rastafarian Dramatic B/W image of a dynamic man, well exposed although I find the eyes are 
dead and would high-lite the image with some catch light enhancements. 
 
4 Are you looking at me. An endearing portrait  although it looks a little flat especially within the 
hair. A key light would have Brough depth to the image. I very much like the catch lights in her 
eyes drawing the viewer into her beauty. Good balance of lighting, so often a shoulder is over lite 
distracting from the face. 
 
5 Austin. Similar to picture 2 where the eyes are looking out of the portrait with the intensity of light 
drawing the viewer to the ear rather than the little chaps intense face which is so focused, again no 
catch lights in the eyes. 
 
6 Baby Smile.  Babies first smile is always a wonder moment. The picture is too dark although the 
photographer has taken great care to vignette the portrait to draw the eye within the image. 
 
7 Back in the day.  You could almost taste the coal dust with a sense of reality emanating from this 
powerful image. My only comment is I would have like the image cropped tighter as the face is lost 
within a superfluous area  of background and shirt. 
 
8 Back from the past.  The photographer could loose the Right hand side of the picture a little and 
while the shirt is exposed well it brightness distracts from such a jolly face. I would also Have 
enhance the catch lights in the eyes so they matched in intensity. 
 
9 Broken. Novel idea of a broken mirror with the shades of Lipi  I would have loved to see a portrait 
f the girl energised upon her amazing blue eyes. 
 
10 Charley The portrait has depth with creative lighting if not a little to copy-light style, the thing I 
don’t like is the banana bunched fingers, a study of the Dutch masters portraits would help to make 
the hands more attractive. 
 
11 Come Find Me.  The girls dramatic outfit lifts the portrait off the page, however, I find the image 
lacking in saturation and could be printed a little darker.  
 
12 Crossover Demon. Very well composed picture with dynamic short lighting creating a 3D depth. 
Normally a hand distracts, here it enhances the story line of the picture ∞ 
 
13 Ellie Beautifully exposed B/W and shaded by means of the elbow not too distracting. The hair 
key light works dramatically to give depth. ∞ 
 
14 Emma A portrait of the hand upon a knee, the brightness upon the hands stops the eye flowing 
to the ladies face which by comparison is too dark. 
 
15 Evie So endearing a portrait, I would have liked to have seen this image as a landscape 
cropping the top of the head and a little of the body. 
 
 
16 Fairy Princess Lovely little picture of warmth and delight 
 
17 Girl in a mask. Powerful I would have liked to see this picture cropped landscape to dramatically 
visualise the girls powerful eyes. 
 



 

 

18 Girl in a Peacock hat. A sad portrait within a well exposed image although I find the wall 
distracts they eye from looking into the face. 
 
19 Howdy I find the hand the major focus of the portrait despite the girls dominating eyes. 
 
20 If the hat fits. I found this image quit disturbing, the photographer has cleverly captured and 
exposed the head detail with use of shading. 
 
21 Jan in the snow.  This picture instantly makes one feel very cold, a masterly use of movement 
and exposure, a fantastic image. 
 
22 Joanne. Lovely studio portrait although I find the image licks hi-lite and depth. I would have 
loved to see the use of a kicker light to key the girls figure and hair and give depth. 
 
23 Jolly Engine driver The picture is a little blue possibly the cameras auto has been influenced by 
the orange in the suit. The picture would benefit from being close cropped to deliver a very 
energising face full of life and very well captured by the photographer. 
 
24 Just Killing Time.  A portrait of a beautiful girl with dynamic triangular composition, discerning in 
the capture of moment and expression. Very well exposed with clever use of arms and descriptive 
hands.  
 
25 Kimber This photographer has enjoyed working in the studio though the face is a little 
overexposed. The clever use of composition with the hat and the hand delivers the eye very 
successfully to the eyes which have lovely leading catch lights. 
 
26 Lady in Red. A sensuous use of red and lens Bocure  
 
27 Laissez Faire  Love the near square format of this image supplying depth. The girl is very 
appealing. More so her pose has movement/a moment captured and energy. He gaze and posture 
leaves the beholder in thought within her gaze. ••• 
 
28 Lockdown Yes another moment well captured with great use of lighting. The picture suits B/W, 
well balanced and composed although I find the shading upon the top pf the head  kills the depth 
of the picture. 
 
29 Looking for Recruits Love the presentation of this picture which has a lovely quality about the 
image capture. The subjects angle of pose works well as does the lovely use in depth of field. 
 
30 LORRAINE The girl with a smile that could buy her the world, such a shame about the colour 
balance and the focus of the picture. 
 
31 Lottie A warming portrait of a young child, I would have loved to see the face a little brighter 
than the should bring the eye to play on her beauty. 
 
32 Mara Jade. Creative, although I am not sure upon the treatment as the chines lion dominates 
the image over that of the girl, 
 
33 Margaret. Hello Margaret. Never a fond of full frontal flash and the sharpness does nothing for 
the ladies teeth, plus there is a colour balance issue with the exposure of the tungsten lighting 
against the blue daylight flash temperature giving the hair and background a yellow balance. 
 
34 Melody. This little girls eyes hit you at fist glance and dominates the picture, I find the image a 
little too warm or saturated, otherwise a commendable picture. 
 



 

 

35. Model immense use of movement captured very well, I found the girls shoulder a little too much 
although with the black dress the composition and fall of the cloths energises the moment. A 
fantastic use of B/W 
 
36 Morning Fag But for the peg a moment is lost. Love the style of the image although the peg and 
washing line bleeds any possibility of concentration. 
 
37 Motherly Love Not sure about the lack of focus which would have brought this image to life. 
 
38 Old salt. A little too much of the subjects left shoulder, yes while leaving space  to create the 
angle of eye view this has been overdone as to the eyes which are lifeless without any catchlights.  
 
39. One More Round The photographer  has done well to present a disturbing documentary picture 
 
40 Patton. I found the image very oversaturated which distracted from the well balanced pose in its 
action stance. The highlights are lost and the blacks clogged nicely composed. 
 
41 Private Dancer. Creative use of short lighting which balances out the forward pronounced 
knees, I would have loved to see a little brighting on the face/eyes to a level to compensate for the 
well lite shoulder, thus taking the eye to the girls amazing gaze.  
 
42 Prom Girl. The picture highlights the girls amazing figure, however, the vignette has shaded her 
face down darker to the elbow. As a result thats where the eye flows to. But for the face being 
caught in the shading the work compensates well the cluttered background. Well done. 
 
43 Shadows Indeed a picture of contrast although sincerely I find the use of the lighting a little too 
hard, however, the triangular composition in using the elbow to centre upon the girls eyes with 
piercing catchlights. 
 
44. Sisterly Love. I find this to be an image of two halves and I am not sure about the rendering of 
the filtration, the eyes are lifeless. Sorry don’t like this picture, though immense documentary 
prowess.  
 
45. Smiler. Indeed, sensational well-balance HiKey lighting with near perfect catchlights, warm 
endearing with creative style to the pose and composition which bring the image to life. 
 
46. Sophia. A lovely use of broad, near butterfly lighting although the picture looks flat. I find the 
background distracts too much, I would have removed the smaller of the two catchlights in the 
eyes to bring depth to her gaze. 
 
47. Street Wise. Wonderful lighting, although the frontal well lite lapel distracts from the amazing 
face. Wonderful street documentary image. One could tell/write a story just from this moment. 
 
48. Studio Portrait. Composition spoils this image with the girl falling out of the picture. With such a 
striking face the overly exposed neck and shoulder distracts too much. I would also have 
retouched out the catch light in the eye that has two. 
 
49. Susan and the Looking Glass.  Not sure about this image, I feel if the portrait was to work it 
would have been just the picture of the hand and sphere rather than the distracting face and 
background, nice idea.  
 
50. The Ghost Host. This image works because the eye flows to the hand, however, once they're, 
there is nothing to see in the sphere? Good use of shading and b/w. 
 
51. The Goth. A well known face to be found in Goth week. I like the compositing and framing, 
though I find the eyes a little dead, some doge and shading will turn this image around. 
 



 

 

52. Tree Surgeon.  I would have liked to see more of what he was doing, e.g. the tree stump of the 
Eucalyptus tree. The eye focuses on the white hand rather than the mans face. 
 
53. Uncle Tom A wonderful face, unfortunately only one eye has a catch light, plus being 
presented with such a subject which would lend itself to any lighting other than full frontal flash, I 
like the presentation. 
54. United  Fantastic moment captured by the photographer, unfortunately I find the image a little 
to flat. Great use of out of focus background to lift the boys. So it's down to lack of contrast. Very 
enjoyable image. 
 
55. Vietnamese Labourer. Powerful image although the space above the hat could have been 
cropped by 50% as the head looks as if it is falling out of the picture. Well captured and the image 
is enhanced by creative B/W. 
 
56. Zulu A very sad picture, I would have cropped 5% off the left of the image to bring the eyes 
central. Very effective use of natural style lighting 
 
 
 


